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Biomarkers and Models – Bridging the Gap

What is the connection between biomarkers and models?

Model

Models are a special class of quantitative methods used to answer 
specific questions in drug development, including how biomarkers 

can be used.
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Why Quantitative Medicine Exists at C-Path

• Fulfill unmet medical needs
• By Changing the drug development paradigm by fostering Model-Informed Drug 

Development (MIDD).

• Generate quantitative cutting edge, high-quality, efficient and user friendly 
solutions to bottlenecks in the drug development process.

• MIDD tools that QuantMed generates:
• In silico translational methods.

• Clinical trial simulators.

• Model-informed biomarkers.

• Model-informed endpoints.
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C-Path’s impact in MIDD: first-in-human studies in tuberculosis

• PBPK lung model (with granuloma component, virtual South African population, and 
comprehensive compound library).

• The model is fully functional and actively used in anti-TB regimen development, across 
the 20+ new compounds in the current pipeline. 
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C-Path’s impact in MIDD: phase III studies in tuberculosis

• TB model-based meta-analysis to identify predictors that can help identify 
subpopulations more likely to respond to treatment.

• The model is helping optimize the design of clinical trials and are also being used to 
optimize programmatic deployment of standard of care treatment in high-burden 
countries. 
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C-Path’s impact in MIDD: trial enrichment for
type 1 diabetes prevention

• Survival model to predict T1D diagnosis, based on islet AA positivity.

• The model will change the landscape for RCTs for T1D prevention.
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Average monthly progression in the MDS-
UPDRS part III (point/month):

 SWEDD = 0.05 (90% CI: -0.04, 0.13)

 DAT-deficient = 0.18 (90% CI: 0.14, 0.21)

 Difference = -0.13 (90% CI: -0.23, -0.04),
one-tailed P-value=0.01

Average difference in the change from
baseline of motor scores at 24 months
between SWEDD and DAT-deficient
subjects (points):

 -3.16 (90% CI: -0.96, -5.42)

C-Path’s impact in MIDD: Trial enrichment in early motor Parkinson’s
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DAT Enrichment allows ~24% Reduction of Trial Size to 
detect a Disease-modifying Drug Effect with 80% Power

Under these assumptions:
 24-month placebo-controlled trials.
 Enriched trials had only subjects with

DAT deficit, while non-enriched trials
included 15% of SWEDD.
 Disease-modifying drug effect of 50%

reduction in the progression rate.
 Power was calculated as the

proportion of trials for which the
parameter estimate for the interaction
between time and treatment showed
a beneficial drug effect with a two-
tailed P-value < 0.05.
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Mean CDR-SB scores stratified by baseline ICV-HV in ADNI-1 and ADNI-2. Dots are 
observed scores with 95% confidence intervals (CI) and dashed lines are model predictions; 5.25 
cm3 (ml) value is the median baseline ICV-HV value of the dataset.  

C-Path’s impact in MIDD: Trial enrichment in predementia
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Predementia disease model: ICV-HV enrichment yields trial size 
reduction (illustration example)

Under these clinical trial design conditions:

 24-month placebo-controlled parallel 
group trial.

 Drug effect of 50% reduction in the 
progression rate. 

 Power was calculated as the proportion of 
trials for which the effect of treatment on 
progression rate was beneficial with a 
two-tailed P-value < 0.05

 ~29%, ~37.5%, and ~66% 
reduction of sample size by 
enrolling only subjects with 
baseline ICV-HV <97.7th, <84.1th

and <50th percentile, respectively.
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So…

What about sensitivity, specificity and predictive values?
• Not needed when modeling the contribution of a binary covariate (DAT imaging) to

the longitudinal progression along an outcome scale (MDS-UPDRS).
• Not needed when modeling the contribution of a continuous covariate (baseline

HV) to the longitudinal progression along an outcome scale (CDR-SB).
• Not needed when modeling the contribution of a continuous covariate (AA titers)

to the time-varying probability of a binary outcome (diagnosis of T1D).

What is the enrichment magnitude?
• Trial-specific enrichment magnitudes can be determined by using the model, based

on simulations of disease progression patterns.

Advantage:
• Optimized efficiency for the specific context of a given drug development program.
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C-Path’s impact in MIDD: Multiple endpoints over time in
Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy
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So…

Models, trials and biomarkers?
• Don’t get hung up on the term “biomarker” or “surrogate”
• Unless dealing with safety or diagnosis, biomarkers are either:

• Covariates in a model
• One of many endpoints in a model

• Quantitatively understanding disease progression helps improve the
understanding of biomarkers and other relevant sources of variability,
and can streamline the pathway towards regulatory acceptance of
quantitative solutions to improve clinical trial design efficiency.
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It takes a village
C-Path

• Joseph Scheeren, Kristen Swingle, Lynn Hudson, Rick Liwski, John Michael Sauer, Inish O’Doherty, Diane
Stephenson, Jane Larkindale, Jackson Burton, JD Podichetty, Amanda Borens, Patrick Lang, Laura Song, Bob
Stafford, Mussie Akalu, Lindsay Lehman, Mike Minchik, Nicole Spear, Sarah David, Alicia West, Susan Marcus.

FDA
• Janet Woodcock, ShaAvhrée Buckman, Billy Dunn, Issam Zineh, Ameeta Parekh, Yaning Wang, Sharon Sagoo,

Eric Bastings, Dave Podskalny, Kevin Krudis, Michelle Campbell, Atul Bhattaram, Bill Chung, Lisa Yanoff, Joe
Toerner.

EMA
• Spiros Vamvakas, Pavel Balabanov, Corinne de Vries, Maria Tome, Efhtymios Manolis, David Brown, Flora

Musambe, Armin Koch.
Industry

• Brian Corrigan, Vikram Sinha, Samantha Budd-Haeberlein, Joe Hedrick, Claudia Richard, Ken Marek, Bob
Alexander, Mike Gold, Mike Panzara.

Patient Advocacy and Research
• Jessica Dunn, Campbell Hutton, Steve Ford, Jill Gallagher, David Dexter, Dave Hermann, Maria Carrillo.
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